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C IIA IIO N  ANAIASIS IN ГНК ( O N IK X I OF' NOIIKLISTICS: 
Cn'KDNKSS FIGIIUKS (An es.say of a hibliomclriciin)

I '.S./.(i:(irc\'
(Research Iiisliliite of llemalology and Blood 'I'ransriision. Minsk, Belanrs)

0. Backgrounds and ohjeclives
Some attempts are known to fiiKtrl a positive correlation iKtween U\e level of 

cited_^iess of an individual scientist and his/licr оПісіаІ recognition by a society 
including e g. incmbcrship in the National Academy of Sciences of the USA: 
correlation arc also being searched for between the Nobel Pri/c distribution and 
the citedness level of their winners, citedness rignres of physicist^ chemists, 
physiologists or specialists in medicine and the prohatrility of awarding them 
Nobel Prizes (good examples are given in 11. p.92| Moreover, there are works by 
Paigene (iarficld on calculation of the so-called «NoIk'I class level» of cilalness,
i.e. of that «(piola» of citations received by an author that «should» make his/lier 
chance to tie awarded the Nobel Prize mote ev ident

Though the tnost famous author of such a research is Глі(;епс (iarnetd, the 
IK'rson, whose contribution in the development of citation attaivsis tipproach is 
protiably the grc.atest one, if we proceed with a cettam rigorism from enjoying 
such studies to considcritig their practical :ip|)licability. we should face the 
tiecessity to give certain answers to such concrete (lucstion as:

1. Are citation studies really helpful ctiough for pointing out the candidates 
for awarding them Nobel Prizes?

2. Are there any causal relations Irctwecti such a pro[icrty of research of an 
individual scientist that predetermines awarding the Nobel Prize to this person or 
serves a prerequisite for it and his/l\er citedness lev cl?

2, What arc the actual rclatiotis between the mentioned substances, if any?



If (lie answer to (2) is «yes», so the answer to (1) is «yes», too. But if the 
answer to (2) is «по», so for answering question (1) serious considenttions 
concerning question (3) are required. Moreover, in order to answer questions (2) 
and (3), we are to be sure first in the answer to one more question tliat .Hx-ms to 
be a very simple one to a lot of iny colleagues, viz. «What do citations rcjtlly 
reflect?»

Should we have a recognizer knowledge of what citedness figures really 
mean (instead of plentiful myths about their meaning and applicability), we could 
apply this knowledge to the subject of our discussion in a more sufficient way. But 
the really scmptilous analysis of the existing concepts of the nature, essence and 
applicability of citation studies, including the nb ovo reconstmetion of some trivial 
notions, is really required for discovering the Гішіі answer to the question «What 
do citations really reflect?».

1. The heart of the problem
Л good common-sense answer is, tluit, as any index used in social studies, 

citation figures may reflect a lot of latent variables depending on the concept of a 
rescarclier |7, p. 17|; any index of science-related phenomena is connected in a 
probabilistic (stochastic) way with a lot of substances to be assessed (the so-called 
latent variables) [1, p. 16-20]. E.g., despite the absence of a recognized d:finition 
of the «impact» (in the context of studies of science) and treating by some 
specialists the notions of «impact» and «quality» (of cited papers) as synonyms, a 
lot of citation analysis experts believe that citedness figures reflects «impact» or 
«qualitv» of cited documents. (Tliis viewpoint is perfectly summarized, - 1 don’t 
mean that it is shared -  in Ref |2| Some other specialists associate the citedness 
figures with «importance» |3|, «value» [4. p. 41], «pertinence» |4. p. 4it-43| etc. 
Of cited materials. Reviewing the various view|X)ints, Ildilim notes also sueh 
properties of cited documents associated with a level of citedness as cminenec. 
usefulticss etc. [1, p. 92-93]. In the Ыюк by llailtin jl] the correlations between 
the distribution of citedness level and publication productiv ity of cited authors as 
well as between citedness level of authors and prestige of their affiliations arc 
mentioned [1. p. 91-92]. Tlie estinuited correlations between the level of citedness 
and educational backgrounds of cited authors [5], number of co-authors ]6] etc. 
arc also known.

Of course, citedness figures might and can be associated with some of or all 
the mentioned substances. And it may be true tliat the citedness figures arc among 
the possible indicators of the «Nobel class» of individual researchers. So, in the 
question «What do citations really reflect?» we ought to substitute «real» by 
«best adequately». It occurs tliat the point is which substance is connected with a 
certain index in the most adequate way, i.c. which substance is rcllcctcd by the 
index par cxfUance. Once we have adopted the notion of «criterion» as the notion



of (he reasonably selected indicator for tlie best adequate assessnient [7, p. 19-21], 
tlic problem under discussion is being formulated as ‘what is the substance for 
wliich the sitedness figures arc not just one of tlic possible indices, but (he 
criterion?’. Only in the conte.xt of the answer to this question (*) any spcailations 
on and observations of the «Nolrcl class level» of citedness could find a correct 
applicability.

In search for an answer to this question experts practice or recommend to 
practice various comparative empirical studies |1, p. 16-20 etc.). However, the 
known practice of such studies is not so helpful in bringing a correct answer, so 
tlic speculative way out seems to be promising. (**)

The proper substance that is reflected citedness figures though indirectly, but 
par excllance (hence; the most adequately), is the substance that is refleeted by 
these figures as a result of causal relations between them. VVe arc also to bear in 
(hat some phenomenon exists that is reflected by citedness figures immediately, 
while such properties of cited documents, like, say, «quality» could be assessed 
only through the mediation of the phenomenon that is immediately reflected, the 
latter serving as an intermedium. So, it is necessary to find out the proper and the 
only subject that is immediately reflected and the corresponding property of cited 
documents (hat docs have causal relations with it. Only for such a property 
assessment the citation figures would be the criterion

The above is a touchstone for the below speculations.

2. Citedness lc\ el is not the criterion of a «Nobel class» of a cited author
First, we arc to admit that there arc some formal evidences that the practice 

of citedness level calculations must bear no relation to the practice of the Nobel 
Prizes awarding. Indeed, according to (he Founder's will, the Nobel Prizes ought 
to be awarded «to those who, durinfi the prccedinf’ war, shall have conferred the 
greatest benefit on mankind» (cited according to IS], italicized by me -  V.L.), but 
in the works dev oted to calculations of (he «Nobel class lev el» of citedness, all (he 
citations to all the publications arc taken into account, but not (he ones for «the 
preceding year» and devoted to some selected subject. And though, of course, it is 
very much possible to arrange a study of citcdticss of only the preceding year 
publications, it is commonly known that the peak of the level would never been 
reached during such a short while.

Tlic mentioned discrepancies arc, of course, just nothing but tccimical 
obstacles. «Preceding year» studies could be ananged, while tlic maximum and 
average «quotas» of citedness for a short period of time could also be calculated as 
for physics, chemistry', physiology or medicine as for their selected subareas. 
(However, it is also possible that in a lot of cases we would have no citations at all 
for this short while, and such «quotas» could also occur to be senseless because of 
tlic small size of a sampling.) Another technical problem is (Iiat. in contrast to



what was quoted above, the «preceding yean> rule of awarding is practically 
executed very seldom; however, the various «quotas» of citedness regarding 
different periods of time and related factors could be principally developed. So, 
the above formal evidences do not actually mean anything.

Tl)c real problem is how citedness relates to the «benefit on mankind» in 
general.

First of all, as well as one needs no demonstration to contend that citedness 
level does not immediately reflect of a «Nobel class level» of a cited scientist, 
nobody pretends to proclaim tliat citedness is an index (not saying a word of being 
the criterion) of the « benefit on mankind». However, we arc to try to compare the 
notion of citedness with the possible constituencies of the «benefit on mankind» to 
have a more reasoned answer.

According to the dictionary definition, the «benefit» in general is an 
«advantage; profit; anything contributing to an improvement in condition» |9, p. 
172]. But, again, citedness level was hardly ever been associated with the notions 
of «advantage» and «profit»; however, the notion of «contributing» is 
semantically close to the notion of «impact», which, it its turn, is one of tlie most 
frequent terms for indication a substance reflected by citedness level.

Tlic relevant ideas of what «impact» is (in the contc.xt of science studies) are 
the following: «impact» is «influence or effect» [10, p. 451) and «a forcible 
momentary touch, contact or impression» (9, p. 910] (***). But once we liave 
agreed tliat «impact» of cited documents (or their authors) is their influence, eficct 
or impression on the citing persons, we are to agree with some of argumentations 
of Kara-Kluna (11| (whose aim was to refute the option tliat the analysis of the 
citedness figures could be an adequate index of «impact» on science {***")), viz.:

-  «...if a certain work is cited in a lot of articles... this fact demonstrates... 
the mass character of the market of consumption of a cited work. Such data... arc 
very important, but is it really possible to express the impact on science, the 
impulse that is given to its development by a certain work, through the mass 
charactcrof its consumption?» |l l ,p .  70-71);

-  «it is possible not to cite an idea, but it’s impossible not to cite a method» 
(11, p.71j. Tliis comment refers to some findings tliat methodic papers receive 
more citations tliat conceptual ones. Tlic author of (11] implies tliat the impact of 
ideas on science development is not less tliat tliosc of methods;

-  «amending of existing methods... arises a larger level of citedness that the 
crea-tion of original methods»!! 1, p.72|; a number of supporting e.xaniples are 
given; llie author implies that the impact of original methods is obviously greater, 
while the figures of citedness level of the papers describing the original mclliods 
may be lower;

-  «not all tlic communication that arc necessary for the work reach an author 
of this worb> [11, p. 73]. It is implied that the citedness level of some paper with a
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great im-pact on science in general can be smaller than its real impact if a certain 
paper occiir-red to be behind some of the «information barriers» for a substantial 
part of researchers.

However, most of the quoted comments are just a listing of demerits, while 
the presence of demerits by itself docs not mean that some indc.4 could not be the 
criterion.

What is really imporlanl in the paper |M | (which is, according to my 
competence, the only one that expresses the direct disagreement with the opinion 
that ciledness is a good inde.x of an «impact»), is the attempt to point out the 
phenotnenon immediately rellected by ciledness, that is followed by some effort to 
demonstrate that «impact» is not a substance that really corresponds to this 
phenomenon. As Kara-Murza formulates, this phenomenon is «consumption» of 
cited documents 111, p. 7I)-7I1.

However, to demonstrate the absence of corrcsjmttdcnce of «impact» to the 
«соп-snmption», one must also point out such a рго|кгіу of cited documents tluat 
totally corresponds to «consumption». Also, one must be sure that «consumption» 
is really the phenomenon that is sought for. 1 his is the subject of the next cluiptcr. 
while, as for the present one, the outlined s[>ecnlalions are more than ertongh to 
conclude that citedness level is neither the criterion of a «Nobel class» of a cited 
author nor of liis/liers «ЬепеГіі on mankind». Its applicability as an index, though 
lx:ing doubtful as it followed from the аІю\с analvsis, is still a stibject of the 
further speculations plotted in Chap. 5.

3. Ciledness lexcl immediately reflects u\e of the cited scicniinc documents
In general -  we have agree in the previous chapter that plentiful exceptions 

arc quite meaningless by themselves -  ciledness level d(x:umenlary confimis the 
actual use of cited scicniinc dcKumcnis that has already taken place during the 
fuirillmcni of a relevant crealixe work by the authors of citing pa|)crs: in general, 
first, a document is read; then -  if it was not thrown away ns evidently useless -  it 
is being considered; then -  it may be used (for comparison, including disproving; 
assimilation of the methods dcscriircd etc .. etc...); then, -  if it is used during the 
fulfillment of a rcicxani creative work, -  it is cited in the papers describing some 
of its results (according to the scientific ethics of the author, editorial policy of the 
publishers etc.).

It docs sound absolutely obvious and I am sorry for reminding of such trivial 
things. Dut I was again compelled to speculate in such a manner, rcconsinicting 
some Irixial notions Just ah ova: having looked through my collection of 
photocopies in search for a good reference to be cited instead of the previous 
passage, I came across almost literally just a couple of pajrers xvhosc authors did 
not hesitate tlrat use is the phenomenon of cited documents that is immediately 
reflected by citedness level (e g. |I2; П|). The possibly best example of the
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paradox tliat the above obvious idea is not recognized so much as it ouglit to be is 
llie above<ited paper (111 where llie citedness is associated w ith tlic 
«consumption» (i.e. with use) as the immediately reflected phenomenon | l l ,  p 
70-71), but, at the same time, the same status is given to the association of 
citedness with «connections in science», and with «high appreciation of [cited) 
scientific production» [ 11, p. 69). It is not entirely understandable from ) 11) if the 
appreciation is treated as the reason of use or as another phenomenon reflected by 
citedness equally witli use. At the same time, in far much more number of articles 
tlie phenomenon that is sought for is described in such an abstract manner like e g. 
«connection of a certain [citing) paper with the preceding [cited) ones» [I, p 89), 
and there is a number of papers which authors treat use and citedness as 
substances absolutely independent from each other (e g. (14; 15; 25) etc )

Once we have agreed that the use of cited documents is the the phenomenon 
immancntly reflected by citedness, it is simple to cognize what is the property of 
cited documents tliat is indirectly reflected par exellance, i.e. what is the property 
for which the citedness level is the criterion.

4. Citedness figures indirectly but adequately rcf\ccl the value 
of cited scientific documents

Among the variety of terms used for indication of the property reflected by 
citedness level («qimlity», «pertinence», «usefulness», «topicality» etc.) there І5 
the only one that is causally associated w ith the notion of the use, \ iz. «vahie».

In philosophy the notion of «value» is treated as the criterion of preference in 
the sitaition of alternative choice 116, p. 111) (a concrete reference is chosen to be' 
cited), while as for scientific literature, the notion of value is treated also as ilS 
ability to facilitate reaching the target of the researchers activity (16, p. Il l) (i.ei 
to accomplish a study described in a citing paper). More important, however, i( 
the fact tliat in the Information Science there is a notion of the value or 
information which is defined as the «property of information, dclennincd by il̂  
fitness for practical use in various spheres of human activity for the achievement 
of a certain aim» [17, p. 464) (italicized by me -  V.L.). Tlie value of information 
is described through the notion of use use, and we have all the right to expand thî  
conclusion to a single document or to an organized collection of the documents; 
«outside a scientific document the human society does not possess the scientifid 
information, too, since it is namely a document tliat is a material form of itj 
fixing» [18, p. 102). Tlicn, it is liardiy possible at all to obtain any confirmecl 
characteristics of the value of some object without the experience of its us< 
because the value of an object is determined «not only by its internal structure peit 
se, but also by the fact tluat an object is involved in the sphere of social humaif 
genesis» (19). It is known tliat the most outstanding scientists failed in cxperl 
evaluation of the value of various scientific works before the latter started to Ы



actually used [18, p. 167]. So, it miglit be clear, that being an aid of immediate 
reflection of the actiuil use of the docimicnts, the count of citedness figures is an 
aid of an indirect best possible adequate evaluation of the value of cited 
documents (or, to be a pedant, of their scientific value iKcause the value may be 
acsthetical, historical etc. [20, p. 5I|.

To exclude any hesitations that value is really the matching properly let me 
analyze a couple of definitions of «quality» which is one of the most frequently 
used term in bibliomelric/scientomelric literature associated with cited documents.

According to [211, quality «...is a category that demonstrates the 
characteristics of the object which is attributed to it only as an object of cognition, 
therefore the characteristic that exists only relatively, depending on a cognizing 
subject», while according to [22|, «where, for example, two kinds of cloth arc said 
to differ «in quality», it would usually be meant not merely that they differ, but 
that one kind is belter (by appropriate standards) than the other...». Tluat means 
that quality, being totally dependent on a cognizing subject (like c.g. an c.xpcrt) 
[211, seems to have no causal relations with the notion of use. Tire second 
quotation demonstrates tiuit quality is being cognized not only irrespective the use, 
but also with the aid of some ideal standards [22|. As for the Information Science 
recognized tenns, the term «quality» is not in the corresponding dictionaries^ and 
its practiced use in the meaning of «value» is ab.soIulely arbitrary.

Tlie «pertinence» is also not a matching properly of cited documents 
reflected by citedness figures par exellance: this term means a «characteristic of 
the degree of content of documents, ybwnrf as a result o f  an information retrieval, 
lo lire the information need, expressed in an information demand» [17, p. 308| 
[italicized by me -  V.L.). lire analogous lack of correspondence refers to all the 
names of the properties tlutl I ever saw m association with citedness. So, citedness 
cvcl is the criterion of the value of cited papers. (In case of necessity kindly look 
jp the note (♦*) again.)

5 Citedness and «impact»: more and again. Conclusions 
Tlie idea that citedness level is the criterion or a good indicator of «impact» 

\as severely criticized in [11| However, now it’s understandable lluil titis cotKiusion 
»uld be apparent only through tlie analysis of relationships between tlie notions of 
(impact» and «value» (as the latter has the causal relations with citedness).

On the level of a common sense one is free lo say tliat citedness reflects an 
rifluence or a strong impression of cited documents on citing authors, but such an 
afiuence («impact») of a valuable paper is, indeed, just a consequence of a 
aper’s value. And this consequence is not so much obvious, straightforward or 
ompulsory; if a certain researcher frequently cited a certain paper, it is not known 
ЗГ sure if he/she has been strongly influenced by it or hc/she is not thinking a lot 
bout it at all, but it is known, that this person uses this document repeatedly. The
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opposite situntion is even more obvious; one might be strongly impressed by some 
paper, but, if he or slic is not working at the present in the same direction, so he or 
she would not use it actively, would not cite it... and the «impact» of the 
document (in the literal sense of the word) would not be reflected. We may 
conclude, tliat «impact» could be reflected by citedness, - but in a far much more 
stochastic manner tluin value is reflected.

It could be e.xprcsscd as follows;
-  citedness immediately reflects use (the Г' intermedium),
-  use is causally connected with value (the 2"̂  intennedium),
-  value is stochastically connected with «impact».
So, there arc two intermediums between «impact» as the property of 

scicntinc documents (and their authors) to be assessed and their citedness figure' 
as a possible index of this property, the second intermedium (value) having just 
probabilistic (stochastic) relationships with the subject of such an assessment 
That means lliat citedness is a very poor index of «impact». Tliis contradicts to f 
lot of myths that luive been formed during decades, but once wc agreed with thi* 
conclusion, wc have got an answer to Ute question (2). («Arc there any causa 
relations between such a property of research of an individual scientist tha 
predetermines awarding tlie Nobel Prize to this person or serves a prerequisite foi 
it and his/lier citedness level?»); even the «impact», which is the only notion tlia 
can be conditionally treated as a synonym of «contributing», which, in its turn, cat 
be treated as one of the possible constituencies of «benefit», has no causa 
relations with the level of citedness. So, it is more obvious that the «benefit oi 
mankind» (that is not described through the notion of value of the scientifi 
documents of a candidate or a winner of the Nobel Prize) lias no causal relation 
with citedness figures, too; one more intermedium presents in this situation. So tli 
possible relations here are not just stochastic, they are «much more stochastic 
that in case with impact. At the same time, it is agreed to apply the temi «index 
only to such an assessable intennedium, which connections with the content of latei 
variable to be assessed are at least argumented by a distinct hypothesis [30, p. 36].

So, how could we succeed in practicing the use of citedness figures for tl 
«Nobel class level» estimation, if «impact» is even not a full synonym ( 
«contributing», tlie latter, in its turn, being only one of the possible constituenci( 
of the «benefit» as a defined property of a Nobel class research?

Tlie corresponding estimations therefore, has the meaning almost opposite 
what was sought for; it is interesting to study the relative value of the works 
Nobel Prizes Winners. In a study design it should be empliasized, of course, wh 
is value (‘the property of a document, determined by its fithess for practical use 
various spheres of human activity for the achievement of a certain aim’) and wf 
is benefit. (The special definitions of the «benefit on mankind» that could be us 
by the Nobel Committees are not the common knowledge; 1 have no idea if th
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exist. Sliould sucli definitions been available, a imieh more concrete answer could 
be given).

6. Further challenge or introduction to part II. («Assessment of citing scientific 
documents according to the stnicturc of references in them»)

The problem of citation studies is generally two-fold, while the vast majority 
of the experts pay attention only to the first aspect of it. The much better studied 
aspect is, of course, the use of citcducss level figures for quantilativc assessment 
of a property of cited papers, their authors etc. But the problem of the assessment 
of citing papers according to the quantitative data on the stnicturc of references in 
them also exists, while the publications in this subarea arc very few. In the contc.xt 
of Nobclistics this problem is of an apparent interest even because it is both 
promising and exiting to investigate the «citation behavior» (the term is coined in 
[25]) of the most famous and recognized scientists of the world and the «cognitive 
basis» (this tenn is coined in |26I) of their research.

Rcconstnicting the problem of a property, reflected in such studies ah ovo I 
am to tell that the potential value of a scientific document that is just being created 
(so, neither yet being used nor being addressed to, but having already rcfcrCiiccs to 
the documents used while it was being created) is predetermined by the conditions 
of its creation (16, p. 11.̂ 1, while, possibly, the most important ones arc the 
information conditions. They arc called «coguitisc basis» (26, p. I6( of a research, 
which is reflected in the stnicturc of the rcfcrciiccs in a r i/uitj paper (26, p. 16]. 
Thus, if we «decipher» this stnicturc, we can assess the potential value of citing papers 
(tivat might enable one to have the most nipid. almost immaliatc assessment).

However, such assessment is too much rough, iK'caiisc;
1) the stochastic nature of such assessiuciit is far more stronger than in ease 

with cited pajrcrs;
2) therefore, such an approacii is absolutely useless when applied to a single 

paper or to small amounts of them and might Ire go(Kl only for the sufficient 
collections of papers;

3) in contrast with the assessment of cited papers, w here a more numlx:r of 
citations normally stands for their better value, in this ease it is required to find out 
various indicators of stnicturc of references, to determine tiicir meaning and to 
estimate the «standard» magnitudes for comparison.

7І1С problem of «deciphering» the references structure in citing documents 
for the assessment of their potential value is still a great challenge [27; 28|. And 
Ihc problem of the «standard magnitudes» is only meeting some very first 
approaches that just seem reasonable |29|. However, the point is it the Nobel 
Prizes Winners works could be reasonably used as a source of references for 
developing the «standard magnitudes» and what is the meaning of such a 
«standard». All these substances arc the subject of a special paper in preparation.
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and I am pleased to announce that I am intended to publish it in the INH 
Proceedings.

Endnotes;
(*) Tliis question is not very far from being original, but, unforlumlcly, tlic on 

that is frequently forgotten by a number of citation analysis cxpctls, therefore I \mi 
compelled to remind some of the common knowledge in such a detailed manner.

(**) Tlic usual practice is to postulate tliat one of the methods or indicc 
under comparison is a «control» one and Uien to interpret the dirfercnces in tli 
obtained results as the invalidity of the other index or method. E g. in |23] th 
differences in the ngiires of interlibrary loan borrowing of periodicals an! 
periodicals citedness figures were e.xplaincd as an «invalidity» of citednes! 
approach, while these differences were just a consequence of the differences i 
indices, which revealed themselves «qualitatively» through the fact that when 
document to be potentially used may be requested once and then it may as well b 
cited as many times as in many papers being created it was actually used, i.i 
once, a few times, a lot of times, never. We might say in this ease tliat the initir 
postulate was a «false [i.e. not reasonably selected) criterion».

Another typical example is [24], where two different properties of drcumenl 
were, as a matter of fact, under study, but the authors of the empirical study di 
not realize it and compared the results as if they were heterogeneous, thoug 
obtained w ith the aid of different methods.

In general, the problem of criteria selection can be solved neither b 
postulating nor by empirical studies: the quantitative assessment of tl 
development of science makes one principally possible to detenninc only tli 
correlations between the distri-butions of the magnitudes of various indices wit 
each other, but not the graphs of the alterations of the magnitudes of indices v 
latent variables )31, p. 32). Speculations, therefore, arc the only way out.

(*♦*) It docs not concern the «impact-facton>, which is just a technical ten 
for a technical indicator.

(♦♦♦♦) Tlic author of [ 111 nimsclf gives no definition of impact.
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ЗА КУЛИСАМИ НОБЕЛЕВСКИХ ПРЕМИЙ 
ПО ФИЗИКЕ И ХИМИИ'

/ Іозеф Гурдиц
(Прованский университет. Марсель, Франция)

Первые Нобелевские премии были вручены в 1901 г.; по фитике - 
мецкому ученому Вильгельму Конраду Рентгену (1845-1923) -га открі 
излучения, носящего его имя; по химии - выдающемуся голландскому ф 
ко-химику Якобу Хенрику вант Хоффу (1852-1911); по медицине - немс

' Статья представлеіш автором на польском языке; перевод с сок-раіцеіг 
В.М.Тютощшка.
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